Car Crash Portends Downfall of America
Quite a few of my subscribers have sent me messages saying that I
was wrong about that horrific automobile accident out in Missouri a
couple of weeks ago. They said it does not refer to the destruction of
the Catholic Church but rather to the destruction of the United States,
and they may be right. I have never said I was the only Co-Prophet.
Scripture says that ‘in the End Times, the Holy Spirit will be poured out
upon all flesh.’
Incidentally, I believe ‘all flesh’ includes animals. All of these bird, fish
and animal die-offs lately, I believe are messages from God, coming to
us through his two prophets Enoch and Elijah. In any event, if this is a
warning from God about the destruction of America, it's possible that it
symbolizes both the destruction of the Catholic Church and the United
States and it is not unusual in prophecy for any event such as this to
have two different meanings.
For example, in the book of Revelation, the Scarlet Beast has seven
heads and Saint John says those seven heads symbolize seven kings
and as well as seven mountains. Also in Revelation, the ‘great sign in
heaven, the woman clothed with the sun’ is both Mary and the Catholic
Church. And in Daniel chapter number 7, the four beasts which come
up out of the sea, Daniel says they come up out of the sea but the
angel says they come up out of the earth. So why that discrepancy?
And the reason is because those beasts symbolize both kings and
kingdoms. And I have been saying for five years now that the Leopard
in Daniel's time symbolized Alexander the Great and Greece but in our
own time, it symbolizes Barack Obama and the United States.
And God has given us many verifications that Barack Obama is indeed
the Leopard as found in Daniel 7 and the Last King of the South in
Daniel 11 where America loses World War III to Russia. A good
example of this was at the Summer Olympics last summer when
Serena Williams won the gold medal in tennis. Serena Williams
symbolizes Barack Obama. She's African American. She was at the
top of the podium, she had won the gold medal, but when the ‘Star
Spangled Banner’ played ‘and our flag was still there’ the American
flag fell down. It was situated between a Russian flag and a flag from
Belarus, and did you notice in that clip that Serena Williams wore one
white sneaker and one black sneaker?
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That's not accidental as far as prophecy goes. Serena Williams was a
stand-in for Barack Obama. Let's take a quick look at that scene.

In this close up, you can clearly see that Serena is wearing one black
sneaker and one white sneaker. That is not accidental. She is a standin for the Leopard, Barack Obama. One of my subscribers said that
that horrific accident symbolizes the destruction of America just like the
falling of the American flag at the Olympics because it occurred in the
geographical center, or very near center, of the United States. In fact,
the nearest town was Center, Missouri.
And another of my subscribers said that it describes the fall of Barack
Obama and America because it occurred on Barack Obama's birthday,
August the 4th. Another one of my subscribers has a very interesting
theory. He says that the two first responders who heard those
mysterious words ‘your tools will now work’ and ‘you will be successful’
symbolized the two End Times witnesses, Enoch and Elijah.
Now listen to the following words from Fire Chief Raymond Reed in
which he says he and another firemen, that is two of them heard, but
which Father Patrick Dowling claims he did not say: ‘What, who said,
or how it was said, or where it come from but myself and one of
the other fire-fighters that was beside me, we very plainly heard
that, that we should remain calm, that our tools would now work
and that we would get her out of that vehicle.’ Now listen to
Jeremiah See; the news media is not too clear about this but I believe
he is the other firemen who heard the mysterious words: ‘He was
dressed in a black priest shirt with a white collar. He had a small
little white container of anointment oil is what it appeared to be.’
Notice that both of these witnesses, Raymond Reed and Jeremiah See
have double e's in their name: R-e-e-d and S-e-e. Do these two
witnesses symbolize the two End Times' Prophets, Enoch and Elijah?
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If they do, that brings us to Daniel, chapter number 4 where the
Watcher and the Holy One come down from heaven and pass
judgment on the huge tree, and that huge tree, as I have said all along,
symbolizes primarily the United States of America. And, as I have often
said, the Watcher and the Holy One in Nebuchadnezzar's dream are in
fact the two witnesses, Enoch and Elijah.
And so, that brings us full circle to Barack Obama because Barack
Obama had a very similar dream to Nebuchadnezzar’s dreams. In
Obama's dream, the Leopard, which symbolizes Obama himself,
transforms into a huge figure and that evil figure, I believe, will be cut
down just like the statue in Daniel 2 and the huge tree in Daniel 4 and
the cutting down of that statue refers to the fall of Obama. The cutting
down of the tree, and the cutting down of the huge figure in Obama's
dream, both point to the same disaster which we have been talking
about and I believe which is also found in that Missouri car wreck and
that is the destruction and fall of both Obama and the United States.
That reminds me: did any of you happen to see President Obama on
Jay Leno's program about a week ago? As you know, one of my jobs is
to cry out ‘Woe! Woe! Woe!’ to the inhabitants of the earth. Those are
the three ‘woes’ as found in the Book of Revelation. And the second of
those ‘woes’ is the war we are talking about between Russia and
America, World War III which Obama is destined to lose.
And it's very interesting on that program, again, another of my
subscribers brought my attention to this that Obama and Leno cried
out ‘Woe! Woe! Woe!’ Let's listen to that amazing clip. ‘I said, well, how
old are you going to be? He said, 7. He said, how old are you? I said,
52. He said, woe! Woe! Woe!’ Of course Obama and Leno had no idea
what they were saying when they said ‘Woe, woe, woe’ but you and I
know, you my subscribers, you my helpers, you also co-prophets who
understand prophecy. We understand that God is warning America in
many, many different ways and it's up to us to explain to everyone else
what these incidents mean. Obama and Leno they were
unsuspectingly crying out ‘Woe, woe, woe’ and the second of those
woes is World War III. And I agree with many of you, my subscribers,
that this accident in Missouri could very well describe the destruction of
America as well as the destruction of the Catholic Church.
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